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Managing Global
Building Operations
Across Real Estate
Teams
Salesforce’s Real Estate Technology team runs a highvolume operation that requires data collection from
employees and visitors across 150 locations. They needed
a tool that would streamline the operation, creating a
user-friendly process for accepting and reviewing
hundreds of building requests. After careful consideration,
they selected Forms for Salesforce to help employees
manage operations across their global locations.
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Solution
With Formstack, Salesforce replaced their old process with a single form that consolidates into a “decision-tree”
format. They built this using Formstack’s 100% native Salesforce form builder, Forms for Salesforce. During
their review of form tools, they felt that Forms for Salesforce surpassed other options due to its level of security
and functionality. It offers the ability to build Salesforce forms without adding third-party integrations or leaving
their Salesforce instance, and forms can be easily embedded into an Experience Cloud Site. In this new process,
when users fill out a form, it is automatically pre-filled with any information already linked to them within
Salesforce. The one form captures all information needed across the 150 sites, then routes it to the correct
person or department, all while keeping records in Salesforce synchronized across the process and flow.

“We evaluated build vs buy and scored vendors based on five key
categories. Formstack was chosen as it was built on Force.com and would
maximize our return on the build out of our Real Estate and Workplace
Services Salesforce org. It provides a no-code option for our team to
quickly build complex, custom forms that handle special processes, from
event registrations to global shipping requests.”

Fawn Perazzo

Senior Manager, Real Estate Technology at Salesforce
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